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Abstract:  these days, digital videos are appropriate one of the 
for the most part frequently used cover-medium because it 
can hide a huge amount of information. an additional 
advantage is that video give higher security as compare to 
other cover-mediums This paper focus on data hiding method. 
As well notify the significance of data hiding and the objective 
that have to be accomplished of data hiding technique. Data 
hiding give the security to secrete data. The existing system 
contain a number of disadvantages to remove the 
disadvantages such as data extraction and recovery of are free 
of errors by adding reversible approach. In this paper, a 
innovative method has been proposed for hiding data with 
pixel based motion detection from the videos and Design and 
implementation of FBEC(Fusion Based Encryption and 
Compression Algorithm) algorithm for data hiding in video. 
Keywords:  FBEC,  pixel based motion detection , 
steganographic algorithm, LSB. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Data security has been a distinguished point in this 
digital decade. Some data, particularly sensitive data such 
as military and finance, necessitate high level of security. 
This can be complete by implementing cryptography, such 
as that modify the appearance of such data. associated the 
development of science and expertise, the technique of 
information communication as well prosper additional and 
more rapidly and with refinement. therefore, people can 
browse his preferred website to retrieve the accepted in 
sequence and transmit information via internet. regrettably, 
the occurrence and convenience via network carry next to 
the sneaking prospect for a malicious intruder, who is 
greatly on watch for personal data and attempt attain illegal 
profits. To block the leak, researchers frequently be 
relevant the skill of cryptology to encrypt a document or 
the policies of signature to make sure the security of 
documents. As for the security of digital multi-media, little 
researchers certainly expand the technique of hiding data to 
improve the digital security and to defend the ownership 
concurrently. The philosophy of information hiding conceal  

Invisibly a significant and secret information into a 
message. enchanting the benefit of the protect of video, an 
intruder can only find the plain video but secret in sequence 
in there, when the message is intercept. Once the secret 
information in the suppression cannot be established, the 
secure information communication is guaranteed. On the 
other hand, a number of researchers be appropriate the 
information hiding techniques to hide watermark or 
particular mark into an video. If the  video is illegally used 
devoid of authorization, the watermark or particular mark 

can be extracted to establish the ownership of the video. So, 
the ownership is protected and the rational property is 
protected. Steganography in video is classified into two 
major types as embedding data in uncompressed video 
which is compacted later [5] and the previous is operating 
straight in compressed video stream. A steganographic 
algorithm for compacted video is introduce in this paper. In 
frames data is frequently embedded in motion vectors of 
macroblocks. currently, Data behaviour is extremely 
complicated in internet next to intruder. In this case, data is 
some type like text, video etc. Thus, steganography is one 
of the greatest technique for secret and securely data 
transmission technique. essentially steganography exploit 
text video. The respite of this paper is structured as follows. 
Section 2 illustrates research which relate to the proposed 
technique Section 3 present the proposed method whose 
consequence is afford in section 4. at last, conclusion is 
drawn in section 5. 

II. RELATED WORK

In recent years, lot of effort has been completed in 
hiding information with videos as a cover. It has been 
experiential that imperceptibility and storage capability act 
as the mainly important needs in these data hiding scheme 
[1]. The most frequent and straightforward substitution-
based technique is Least Significant Bit (LSB) [2]. It 
replaces the LSBs of a number of pixels with the 
information projected to hide in every frame of cover 
video.  
This method has high embedding capability comparative to 
other techniques [3].  
Yeh et al. [4] proposed data hiding in videos based on 
neighboring correspondence by conniving prediction errors. 
Then histogram shifting method was useful to these errors 
to expand the reversible data hiding scheme 
Dalwinder Singh et al [6] This paper nearby a novel 
advance for embedding the data into video streams with 
motion detection method. It is proficient by using temporal 
differencing, a conditions subtraction method to detect the 
foreground pixels. merely these pixels are then used for 
hiding data by be relevant the LSB replacement technique 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Recently, digital multimedia has become widely 
distributed in computer and network technology. For digital 
multimedia distribution application, issue immediate 
information security have received important attention. 
Data hiding has been one of mainly researched issues in in 
sequence security. In this paper, innovative video data 
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hiding based on neighbouring correspondence is proposed. 
Prediction encoding was used to work out the prediction 
errors. every prediction errors were discovered to expand a 
histogram-based reversible video data hiding algorithm. 
The consequence show that the proposed methods has a 
higher ability and comparable embedding distortion 
compare with previous correlated schemes. Also, the 
unique video frame could be improved subsequent to the 
hidden information was extracted. It is as well significant to 
classify the data hiding parameters such as: 
Starting frame: It specifies the frame from which the 
algorithm get going message embedding. 
Starting macroblock: It specifies the macroblock inside the 
selected frame from which the algorithm start message 
embedding. 
Number of macroblocks: It indicate how a lot of 
macroblocks within a frame are obtainable to be used for 
data hiding. These macroblocks might be uninterrupted or 
even. The proposed scheme might result in extremely high 
capacity relative to the host video sequence size. Its most 
important benefit is that it does not influence the visual 
quality of the video progression and if the hiding 
parameters are correctly controlled it does not concern the 
coding efficiency, moreover. In addition to that, it is 
enormously complicated for the decoder to detect the data 
hiding nosiness and this increase the invisibility of the 
hidden message. at last, the message can be extract directly 
from the encoded video stream devoid of the necessitate of 
the innovative host video sequence. Extended tests are 
conduct and helpful conclusion are drawn in the subsequent 
sections. 

 
Figure 1:  proposed system architecture 

 
Phase 1:  Proposed Data hiding algorithm 
Input: Video 
Output: Stego video 

 comprehend the input Video 
 achieve frame separation 
 concern Integer DCT on every 8×8 block. 
 achieve wind Scanning on every 8×8 block. 
 be relevant Huffman coding to compress the 

frame. 
 Be appropriate secret key to hide the data. 
 be relevant LSB Algorithm to embed data 
 create Stego video 
 applying Fusion Based Encryption and 

Compression Algorithm 
Phase 2: Input: Stego video 

Output: Hidden data 
Read Stego video. 

 accomplish decoding through IDCT and Inverse 
Huffman coding. 

 take out hidden data through ILSB and Secret 
Key. 

 
Phase 3: generation Secret key algorithm 
Find a key which is a prime number 
 Create two prime numbers X, Y earlier to given key. 
compute n=X*Y; 
compute N= (X-1) (Y-1). 
produce  
understand e=1; A=1; 
While (mod(N,e)==0) 
e = e+1; 
Create d 
acquire s=1+A*N; 
While (mod(s,e) ~= 0) 
Z = A+1; 
s=1+A*N; 
d=s/e; 
superior, they may be increase inside the frame according 
to a predefined pattern. rumour has it that, the additional 
the macro blocks we utilize, the elevated the embedding 
ability we acquire. furthermore, if the size of the message is 
fixed, this quantity will be fixed, too. Otherwise it can be 
enthusiastically changed. Frame period It point to the 
numeral of the inter frames, which have to pass, previous to 
the algorithm repeat the embedding. This parameter is 
extremely significant since it increase the possibilities of 
extract the message even if a number of parts of the video 
sequence are missing. though, if the frame period is also 
little and the algorithm repeat the message very frequently, 
that strength have an impact onto the coding effectiveness 
of the encoder. Rumour has it that, if the video sequence is 
huge enough, the frame period can be therefore large. The 
encoder read these parameters from a file. The similar file 
is read by the software that extracts the message, so as 
together of the two codes to be synchronized. Fig. 1 
illustrates the block diagram of the proposed methods. As 
an inter frame enters the Temporal Prediction section, the 
algorithm decide whether to utilize it for hiding a message 
or not, according to the hiding parameters. If the algorithm 
chooses to utilize the frame, it decide the macroblock 
contender and achieve the motion estimation on them, 
forcing the encoder to decide a precise block type 
according to the message mapping (Figure.1) Then it let the 
encoder to continue with the encoding as in standard 
operation. In other words the algorithm fakes the motion 
estimation process, which the encoder would usually 
perform.  
currently at last moving near the close point of view this is 
one type of process relate to the data hiding in which as 
prior to we have numerous algorithms but it is entirely 
dissimilar from the older data hiding algorithms in which 
here the message is confined from the third gathering user 
or purely from the hackers point of view and by overcome 
drawback of the steganalysis where the protection is a 
smaller amount similar to the extensive techniques. 
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Consequently in the enhanced than situation video is given 
that the protection for the message from the third party user 
or purely the hackers as supposed early. So this is the 
reasonably dissimilar technique compared to the older 
process here the most important thing is applicable features 
are together from the motion in among the frames as in the 
form of the vectors in association with macro blocks and 
depending on the motion communication is leaving to be 
hidden. The macro blocks are in such a method that is one 
dissimilar process for the variety of the macro blocks we 
are departing for the thresholding scheme where is 
correspond. And subsequent to completely working on the 
encoding and decoding process the subsequently step is we 
are invented to consider is on the errors consequent to the 
decoding process at the receiver go behind by the encoding 
process at the transmission side. Here we mostly provide 
importance to the mean square error decrease or the noise 
reduction and reducing the quantization errors 
correspondingly. Therefore mostly two things are below the 
deliberation or giving a quite further significance one is the 
secured data transmission in the video and too by the by 
preserve the clarity of the video sequences correspondingly. 
consequently we have dealt with the hiding but 
quantization at the encoder is nonentity but the 
compression subsequent to the message is hided in the 
motion of the frames. The compression is Classified in to 
two types they are lossy compression and the loss less 
compression correspondingly, here in the exceeding 
algorithm or implementation of the greater than paper we 
are leaving for the lossy density rather than the lossless 
compression.  In this section we report the implementation 
results. we use as a cover video and as the message to hide 
under Visual studio -2008 software and data base used sql 
server-2010. afterwards we implement the algorithm on 
dissimilar data set as exposed in graph the MSE and PSNR 
are parameter used to compute modification and distortion 
among original and stego video .Experimental consequence 
illustrate that proposed algorithm get better the embedding 
capacity, preserve quality of stego video as well as afford 
security to secret message. 

Video 
PSNR among 
Original and 
Stego Video 

MSE among 
Original and 
Stego Video 

House.avi 62.3020
 

0.4220 
City.avi 63.9020 0.5461

Movie.avi 63.6026 0.4616 
The value of MSE for nothing deformation stego frames or 
video is zero and consequently the PSNR is countless for 
the zero distortion frame or video. 

IV. ALLOCATION OF DADA HIDING

The significance of data hiding techniques come from the 
information that, the medium is not secured. So, a number 
of technique are desirable to happen to additional 
complicated for unauthorized user to take out secrete 
information from the message. Some reason following data 
hiding are: Personal and private data to evade misuse of 
data inadvertent damage of data Sensitive data 
secret data Human error and unintentional deletion of data 
The purpose of hiding information depends on the request 
and the requirements of the owner of digital media. 

V. CONCLUSION

 In this paper, we propose a Fusion scheme for 
neighbouring correspondence process. Based on the 
experimental consequence, the use of overlapped scheme is 
established to increasing the ability of the secret message 
and has elevated quality stego data.  
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